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Details of Visit:

Author: J
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 28 May 2014 15:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

Gfe clean tidy warm

The Lady:

About 5'5 with the heels kicked off. Stunning brunette, beautiful eyes. Faultless smooth firm body
pert extremely satisfying boobs. Classy looking lady early 20s. Opted for cherry after greeted with a
cheeky smile and kiss (nice touch) the walk back to the counter and a view of the back end sealed it
for me. Although Cherry is quite possibly the best looking girl I've ever punted with, and travels all
the way down from Newcastle to be there too.  

The Story:

Cherry started chatting as soon as we hit the stares. At ease instantly and enjoyed her wit and
sense of humour with a lot of sexy talk thrown in the mix. After the regulation shower Cherry was
back promptly walked back through the door absolute stunner of a girl. Dare I say it, a bit of a wag
look but classier. Cherry whipped off her clothes to revile a body of perfection.
Asked if I wanted a massage to which I said yes. Laid on my front while Cherry kicked my legs
apart. Great massage!! Finished off with Cherry kissing me all the way down my body, neck, ear
total full body massage. Flipped me over, and after that type of massage everything was pointing
north.
A fantastic bbj with eye contact all the time, asked if I like 69? Of course! I would have had Cherry
sit on my face for hours, sweet sweet pussy and a firm arse to hold on to I didn't want to stop, but
had to as Cherrys blow job technique was to good.
On with a condom and Cherry slide down my cock in a reverse cowgirl giving me a great view of
that porn star arse. Then Cherry proceeded to ride me like her life depended on it, thought we were
going through the bed. Didn't last to long as you can imagine and as I cum Cherry was looking at
me in the mirrored ceiling tiles, I love the mirrored ceiling tiles.
Squeezing every last drop of cum out with her pussy.
One of the best punts ever with stunning intelligent lady, joking about coming back to try other
positions.

Cherry cleaned me up and gave me another massage. She was very complementary towards me
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which gave me a great feeling. But that wasn't the end of the encounter, after a discussion about
haircuts and facial hair. Cherry tuck me down stares into the staff room laid me on the sofa, put my
head between her legs again and proceeded to pluck, trim and thread my eyebrows!! Turns out she
had her own beautician business previously.

The best service in town

Certainly will be back to see Cherry 
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